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University of California at Berkeley
College of Engineering

Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science

EECS 150 R. H. Katz, Instructor
Fall 2005

Quiz #6: Fun and Feedback!
Wednesday, 19 October 2005

1. Define the following terms and rank order them from the WORST to the (relative) BEST. Use the
ordering 1 for best, 2 for next best, etc. “Best” is defined as the least bad thing to be, if you had to be
one of these.

Technical
Term of
Derision

Rank
(1 is
Best)

Definition

Spaz 5 one who is considered clumsy or inept—all the problems of the dork combined
with physical clumsiness!

Geek 2 one who is passionate about some particular area or subject, often an obscure or
difficult one—often extremely smart about an irrelevant topic, like the characters
and plot of the Lord of the Rings

Dweeb 3 person regarded as socially inept or foolish, often on account of being overly
studious—at least such a person has an excuse, which makes them one step above
the dork

Nerd 1 one who is passionate about learning/being smart/academia—i.e., the vast
majority of EECS students!

Dork 4 one who has difficulty with common social expectations/interactions—and is
usually not too bright either.
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Your Class: __fr  __so  __jr  __sr __grad    Your Major: ______________________

Likely technical concentration within major: _______________________________

1. I visit the class website:

    ___daily ___ every two days ___ more than every two days

2. I check the class newsgroup:

    ___daily ___ every two days ___ more than every two days

3. I go to discussion

    ___weekly ___sometimes ___never

4. What is the best thing about the course lectures?

    The worst thing?

5. What is the best thing about the course lab and lab lectures?

     The worst thing?

6. What is the best thing about discussion?

    The worst thing?

7. What is the best thing about the class website?

    The worst thing?

8. Do you have any comments about the homework, quizzes, and the midterm?


